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F,resh air, at last. In this practical, you'll have stepped outside and used sampling techniques to estimate the
population size of a species in a habitat, and to study how an environmental factor affects its distribution.

I A student used quadrats to investigate the population size ofparsley pierts,
a common lawn weed, on the lawn outside his house.

a) To choose sampling sites, he divided the lawn into a grid and used a random number generator
to select coordinates at which to place quadrats. Explain irihy this method was used.

i;)
The table below shows the number of parsley pierts he counted in each quadrat.

Quadrat number I 2 a
J 4 5 6 7 8

Number of parsley pierts 5 4 3 0 2 4 6 6

b) Each quadrat has an area of 1 m2. Calculate the mean number of parsley pierts per m2.

parsley pierts per m2
pl

The sfudent wants to use the data above to estimate the number of parsley pierts
on the whole lawn. Describe what else he needs to do to make this estimate.

t2l
Turnover )
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2 Astudent wants to investigate how the distribution of ferns in a small woodland

is related to the distance from the edge of the toodland.

a) Describe a method she could use for her investigation.

The student is also studying the abuldance of a moss species found on the woodland floor by

observing its percentage cover in quadrats. Below is a pichre of the moss in one quadrat.

Key

! Moss species present

b) Which of the following is the best

Zr*
.trru%

estimate

tr
tr

of percentage cover of the moss in the quadrat?

l8%
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tll
A student studied the distribution of white garden snails in a sand dune ecosystem. She counted the

number of snails present in ten quadrats placed at 5 m intervals along a transect. She also used a soil

moisture sensor to record how moist (on ascale of 1-10) the soil was at the location of each quadrat.

a) Suggest a possible hypothesis that the student might have been colle-cting datato investigate.

tll
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The student's results are shown in the table below.

Ouadrat nuuiber 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Soil moisture level 4 4 5 7 8 7 5 6 3' 4

Number of snails 12 15 18 23 26 20 t6 18 I 13

b) What is the modal soil moisture level recorded in the table?

c) What is the median number of snails per quadrat recorded in the table?

d) Use the data in the table to plot the graph below $nd draw a line of best fit.
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e) The student writes the following conclusion based on the graph: 'White garden snails require

moisture from the soil to survive'. Explain whether or not this is a suitable conclusion.

I)on't go only revising the fun practicals - that'd be biased sarnpling...
Ihere are two ways thatyou mightve investigated an organism's distribution - yau may have

compared how comrnon it is in different areas, or you mighlve looked at how the distribution

changes within one area. Make sure you knsw the sampling techniques yot4 could use for each.
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